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Programming for Peace: Computer-Aided Methods for International Conflict Resolution and PreventionSpringer, 2006
From its beginning in the fifties of the last century, Artificial Intelligence was heavily supported by “defence agencies” in order to make “better warfare”.

But, if an AI researchers assumes that her/his discipline really can deliver results—otherwise s/he would be a dishonest researcher—then why not...
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Hybrid Vehicles: and the Future of Personal TransportationCRC Press, 2008
Uncover the Technology behind Hybrids and Make an Intelligent Decision When Purchasing Your Next Vehicle
With one billion cars expected to be on the roads of the world in the near future, the potential for war over oil and the negative environmental effects of emissions will be greater than ever before. Now is the time...
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Wireless Communications (Wiley - IEEE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	"Professor Andreas F. Molisch, renowned researcher and educator, has put together the comprehensive book, Wireless Communications. The second edition, which includes a wealth of new material on important topics, ensures the role of the text as the key resource for every student, researcher, and practitioner in the...
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Shaping the EU Global Strategy: Partners and Perceptions (The European Union in International Affairs)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book explores the images and perceptions of the EU in the eyes of their Strategic Partners. Spanning four continents, these ten important global actors – the BRICS together with the USA, Canada, Japan, South Korea and Mexico – are of profound significance to the EU in economics, politics, security and global governance. In 2015,...
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Tsunamis and Hurricanes: A Mathematical ApproachSpringer, 2006
"... This book is useful for researchers working in mathematical modeling  and hydrodynamics." Zentralblatt MATH 11/2007     

Tsunamis and hurricanes have had a devastating impact on the population living near the coast during the year 2005. The calculation of the power and intensity of tsunamis and...
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Air Conditioning Engineering, Fifth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2001
Although the fundamentals of the subject have not altered since the publication of the last edition there have been significant changes in the development and application of air conditioning. Among these are concerns about indoor air quality, revision of outside design data and the expression of cooling loads arising from solar radiation through...
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Theoretical Femtosecond Physics: Atoms and Molecules in Strong Laser Fields (Springer Series on Atomic, Optical, and Plasma Physics)Springer, 2008
Theoretical femtosecond physics is a new field of research. Theoretical investigations of atoms and molecules interacting with pulsed or continuous wave lasers of up to atomic field strengths are leading to an understanding of many challenging experimental discoveries. Laser-Matter interaction is treated on a nonperturbative level in the book using...
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Metaprogramming in .NETManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Metaprogramming in .NET is designed to help readers understand the basic concepts, advantages, and potential pitfalls of metaprogramming. It introduces core concepts in clear, easy-to-follow language and then it takes you on a deep dive into the tools and techniques you'll use to implement them...
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Creating Knowledge-Based Healthcare OrganizationsIGI Global, 2004
Cleveland State Univ., OH. Discusses the need for embracing knowledge  management strategies, processes, techniques, and tools throughout the  healthcare sector and highlights the benefits such initiatives will  provide. Covers ways to meet future challenges and healthcare trends.  Softcover, hardcover available. DNLM: Health...
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Urban Regeneration Management: International Perspectives (Routledge Advances in Management and Business Studies)Routledge, 2009
This book was born out of the need to ‘capture’ the experience and understanding of the regeneration management process that is neither UK centric nor centred exclusively on urban areas. Written by experts working in the USA, Holland, Greece, Jamaica, Turkey, Spain, Trinidad and the Czech Republic, this book seeks to locate the issue...
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Mental Well-Being: International Contributions to the Study of Positive Mental HealthSpringer, 2012

	This book provides a new generation of research in which scholars are investigating mental health and human development as not merely the absence of illness or dysfunction, but also the presence of subjective well-being. Subjective well-being is a fundamental facet of the quality of life. The quality of an individual’s life can be...
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Data Communications Networking Devices: Operation, Utilization and Lan and Wan Internetworking, 4th EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Data Communications Networking Devices Operation, Utilization and LAN and VAN Internetworking Fourth Edition Gilbert Held 4-Degree Consulting, Macon, Georgia, USA Data communications continue to grow enormously as a key part of telecommunications. Technological advances mean up-to-date information is essential. This fourth edition of the popular...
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